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oVerVIew
Thank you for downloading the Relational Module for EasyCatalog. 

65bit Software are committed to providing high quality software for 
Adobe InDesign, and appreciate the time you take to evaluate our 
products. 

All feedback is welcome, good or bad.  Please email any comments 
you have to support@65bit.com. 

If you have any questions relating to this or any of our other products, 
please use the support form on our website.

The Relational Module allows EasyCatalog to combine data from 
multiple data sources which can then be linked hierarchically in a 
panel within InDesign.

The Relational Module also offers the ability to use SQLite databases 
as a data source.  

The Relational Module is an additional module that must be purchased 
in addition to EasyCatalog and the optional data providers.  Pricing 
information for the Relational Module and EasyCatalog can be found 
on our web-store at the following link: 65bit Software Web Store

• Working with complex data becomes intuitive for non-technical 
users.

Tighter integration with relational databases, such as PIM systems, • 
without the need for custom development.

System integrators and resellers can easily create tailor-made • 
custom database publishing solutions.

Complex data structures can be modelled from various sources • 
of data, including databases, delimited files, XML files and HTTP 
portals.

Panels representing the underlying physical model of the data can • 
be created without the need to create a ‘flattened view’ of the 
data. 

Simplified menu structure. Many facilities of regular EasyCatalog • 
panels become unnecessary. 

Updating relational databases is made easy.• 

Data of virtually any complexity can be paginated, such as • 
products with multiple sets of attributes, or records that appear in 
multiple sets of data.

weLCoMe

wHAt IS It?

beneFItS

http://www.65bit.com/support
http://store.eSellerate.net/s.aspx?s=STR8795211739
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Where a direct connection to your database is not available or • 
allowed, instead of creating a delimited file from your database an 
SQLite database file could be used.

The Relational Module is an optional module for EasyCatalog, and 
is distributed as part of the main EasyCatalog installer.  During the 
installation process, please ensure that you select the ‘Relational 
Module’ plus any of the data providers that you need to access your 
data.

• This manual assumes that you have a working knowledge of 
EasyCatalog. 

A basic understanding of SQL is also desirable.  Although SQLite • 
can process much of the SQL language, there are some minor 
differences and omissions.  Details of these can be found on the 
SQLite website.

We’d be happy to configure a demo of the relational module. Ideally 
we need an extract from each of the data sources involved, a brief 
description or schematic of how they relate, and an example of the 
kind of output to be produced.

Using this data we can set a demo up which we send back. There 
is no obligation by using service, as we’d be happy to show you 
the benefits of using our software. Feel free to contact us using the 
support form on our web-site.

We are more than happy to help configure the software for your 
evaluation and to answer any questions you may have.

InStALLAtIon

ASSuMPtIonS

FurtHer 
ASSIStAnCe

http://www.sqlite.org/lang.html
http://www.65bit.com/support
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How It workS
The Relational Module uses a built-in relational database engine, 
SQLite, to locally store your data.  This is the most widely deployed 
SQL engine in the world, used in desktop computer applications as 
well as consumer electronic devices.  There is no installation, other 
than installing the plug-ins and once a data source is configured the 
user is not aware of its use.

Each relational data source maintains a collection of child data 
sources. These are similar to regular data sources, except they are 
managed and stored as part of a relational data source. 

Child data sources are physically stored inside the parent data 
source’s workspace folder structure.

Whatever its original source, the module treats each child data source 
as a separate SQL virtual table.  These tables mirror the contents of 
the child data sources exactly.  SQL Joins between tables ultimately 
define how each data source relates to each other.

Groups are displayed in a relational data source panel, and each 
relational panel must contain at least one (top-level) group. The user 
navigates between groups using user interface provided by the panel.  
A group is simply a named collection of records, retrieved using an 
SQL query against one or more of the virtual tables.  Groups can be 
children of other groups and even placed alongside one another - 
useful when a product has multiple sets of data. Groups are given a 
unique name that is used to reference the data they contain.

SQLite provides a rich SQL syntax, including the ability to create 
ad-hoc result columns (for example, the calculation of a collection 
of fields). 

The relational module uses a mechanism to differentiate between 
this type of column and those from the child data sources.  If a query 
result contains key fields these are used to link to the original source 
data. When no key fields are found, columns are treated as ‘ad-hoc’ 
and will be displayed in red when in edit mode.  These kinds of fields 
can be paginated, but not updated after pagination.

Another method is to include a ‘rowid’ column in the result set. This 
contains an internal reference that identifies which record the result 
came from. The advantage of using rowid is that this is a hidden 
column.

buILt-In dAtAbASe 
engIne

CHILd dAtA 
SourCeS

VIrtuAL tAbLeS

grouPS

QuerIeS
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Relational data sources are stored as regular data sources in the 
EasyCatalog workspace folder.  All configuration information is 
stored in the ‘Datasource.xml’ file, which describes the child data 
sources, the links between groups and field definitions for any fields 
that are created on an ad-hoc basis.

Child data sources are stored inside a relational data sources folder 
structure. 

The module also provides the ability to create regular data sources 
from SQLite files (accessed from the File→New→EasyCatalog 
Panel→New SQLite Data Source menu).  These data sources can 
be used independently or combined by the relational data provider. 
Typically each table in an SQLite database file be be created as 
a separate child data source and combined using the relational 
module. 

All updates to SQLite data sources are transactional. If a relational 
data source uses multiple tables in single SQLite file, all updates are 
executed using a single transaction.

Default update statements are provided when creating SQlite data 
sources.

A wealth of information on SQLite can be found on their website:

http://www.sqlite.org

workSPACe 
ContentS

SQLIte dAtA 
SourCeS

FurtHer 
reFerenCeS

http://www.sqlite.org
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IntegrAtIon
The Relational module enables EasyCatalog to work seamlessly 
with data held in a relational form, such as tables in a database. It 
facilitates the creation and navigation of multiple EasyCatalog data 
sources, linked by the data they contain.

Once the plug-in is configured the user works with a single view of 
data and can easily navigate through complex hierarchies.

Because the Relational module is easy to setup and use it’s ideal 
for the rapid prototyping of new and experimental database-based 
systems.

Data can be sourced from anywhere, including a combination of 
delimited files, XML files or ODBC databases.  Once configured, the 
entire data set can be exported as a single (SQLite) database file, 
which is useful when prototyping or when making a transition from a 
flat file-based workflow to a client server solution.  The exported file 
can be used to populate external databases such as MySQL, SQL 
Server or used directly within a browser-based environment.

Since a datasource is defined using a collection of XML configuration 
files, these could potentially be generated automatically from third-
party product information systems. 

In an environment where multiple users work from a single 
database, the relational module could also be employed to reduce 
synchronization times.  This involves extracting information from 
the database into an SQLite file that is then copied to each user’s 
computer or a common location.  Users who synchronize against 
this file will see a significant improvement in performance when 
compared to an ODBC connection.  This will also reduce the load on 
the host database, and the transactional nature of updates to the file 
also ensures the integrity of the data.

While SQLite is not a client server database in the traditional sense, 
it’s ideal for use in a hosted solution with fewer than 100K hits per 
day. Using the module it’s easy to build solutions that allow complex 
data structures to be maintained via a browser interface.  For example 
a design agency could allow their customers to maintain product 
information.  If you are interested in us or one of our partners building 
such a solution, then feel free to email us.

oVerVIew

PrototyPIng

SeAMLeSS 
IntegrAtIon

MuLtIPLe CLIent 
workFLowS

browSer-bASed 
dAtA MAIntenAnCe
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To illustrate a typical configuration of the module we’ll look at example 
data and work though the steps involved with setting up a relational 
data source from scratch.

The demo data represents a hierarchy of “Products”, stored in a 
hierarchy of “Categories” and “Subcategories”.

A simplified relational database structure would contain three tables 
to represent this; “category”, “subcategory” and “products”. 

To represent this data model in the Relational Module, three 
EasyCatalog data sources are required: a Relational data source that 
contains three child data sources (one for each of the tables).

example relational data Structure

database Structure relational data Source

This example relational 

data source has three 

child data sources - 

typically you would 

have one for each 

of the tables in the 

database.

Category

Subcategory

Products

Category

Subcategory

Products

A “Relational” data 

source, which is a 

wrapper for three child 

data sources.

For the purposes of this illustration the data is held as a series of text 
files, which can be downloaded from our web-site:

http://www.65bit.com/downloads/easycatalog/files/CS3/300/
Relational/Relational Data.zip

The contents of these files represents a typical relational database - 
each file should be considered to be a table in a database.

exAMPLe dAtA

http://www.65bit.com/downloads/easycatalog/files/CS3/300/Relational/Relational%20Data.zip
http://www.65bit.com/downloads/easycatalog/files/CS3/300/Relational/Relational%20Data.zip
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1
The first step is to create an empty relational panel. Consider 
the relational panel to be a container for all of the child data 
sources that represent tables in the database.

Create a Relational panel using the “File→New→EasyCatalog 
Panel→New Relational Data Source” menu.  When prompted, give 
the data source any name, such as “Relational Test” and hit OK. An 
empty Relational panel should now be displayed:

use the “File→new→easyCatalog Panel→new relational data Source” 

menu to create an empty relational panel.

The panel is currently in “Panel Edit Mode”. Once setup is complete 
this can be disabled and a simpler user interface is presented.

2
Now that we have a relational panel, we can go ahead and 
add the child data sources to the panel and define how each 
of these data sources relate to each other.

We'll start at the top of the data hierarchy by adding a list of 
categories:

Adding a Child data Source

Click “add group” to add new data to the group being displayed in the panel.

CreAtIng An eMPty 
reLAtIonAL PAneL

CreAtIng A CHILd 
dAtA SourCe

Category

Subcategory

Products

Category

Subcategory

Products
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Adding a Child data Source (continued)

A list of data types that can be imported is shown here.  The demo data is 

being imported from a file, so select “file” and click “next”.  Choose the 

“categories.txt” file and OK File Data Provider configuration dialog that 

appears.  The default settings are sufficient for this example, so click “Ok”.

The final screen allows you to tailor the results shown in the panel.  The 

default SQL statement will select all data from the data source you've just 

imported. Again, this is sufficient for this example so click “Done”.

The name of the group that will be displayed in the Relational panel

We need to create a new data source for the “categories.txt” data, so select 

“create a new data source” and click “next”.
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3
Once the “categories.txt” group is in place we need to add 
the next level in the hierarchy, the “subcategories.txt” group.  
To do this, we first need to navigate to where we want the 

new group to be added in the panel.  Click on any of the categories 
in the list to go down a level in the hierarchy:

 

navigating around the grouping hierarchy

Delete this level

The fields in a relational panel behave in a similar 

way to a hyperlink in a web-browser.  Click on 

one of the “Category” names in the list to go into 

the group:

The navigation bar at the top of the panel shows 

the group that is currently being displayed. 

Add another group at this level

Use the “Add Group” button to add data from a new file based data 
source.

Adding a child group

Navigate into any of the categories, and use the “Add Group” button to 

add a new group.

CreAtIng A 
reLAtIonSHIP

Category

Subcategory

Products
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Adding a child group (continued)

The “subcategory.txt” data source has not been imported yet, so select 

“create a new data source”

We’re importing from a file (as before), so select “file” and import the 

“subcategory.txt” file.

As we’re adding a sub-group, EasyCatalog will now allow you to configure 

the relationship between this new group (subcategories.txt) and the parent 

group (categories.txt).
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Adding a child group (continued)

From the database schema, we can see that the two tables/files are linked by 

category iD.

category iD

Categories.txt

Category ID

Category

Subcategories.txt

Subcategory ID

Subcategory

Category ID

The “Where field” pop-up menu lists the fields in the data source we’ve just 

added; the “Matches parent” pop-up lists the fields from the parent group.

On the following screen, the SQL that is generated includes the necessary “where” 

clause to link the “subcategory.txt” table to the “category.txt” table.

Click “Done” to complete the configuration of the “subcategory.
txt” group.  You should now be able to click on any of the category 
groups and see a list of subcategories below it.
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4
The final stage is to link product data underneath 
subcategories. 

Click one of the subcategory names to drop down a level in the • 
hierarchy. 

Use the “• add group...” button to add a new data source from the 
“products.txt” file. 

In this instance matching the “Subcategory ID” in the product data • 
source to “Subcategory ID” in the parent:

the relationship between Product and Child Categories

subcategory 

iD

Subcategories.txt

Subcategory ID

Subcategory

Category ID

Products.txt

Quicklinx

Manufacturer

Manufacturer Part Code

Description

Ex VAT Price

Inc VAT Price

Availability

Subcategory ID

Products are linked to a single subcategory by the “Subcategory ID” field.

The panel now provides the ability to navigate through the entire 
three tier hierarchy.  

Category

Subcategory

Products
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navigating through the grouping hierarchy

Navigate into a group by clicking on the text of any of the fields

The navigation bar updates to show your current position in the 

hierarchy

Click on any of the levels in the navigation bar to go directly to 

that group

Use the Home button to go to the top-level group

Once configuration of the panel is complete, “Panel Edit Mode” should 
be turned off to prevent accidental adjustment of the configuration.

PAneL edIt  Mode
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“Panel edit Mode” allows you to add new data to the Relational Panel.  

This option should be turned off to prevent accidental adjustment of the 

configuration.

Press the  icon at the bottom of the panel to display the “Information” dialog.

“Create Log File” is available for debugging the queries being executed and 

should be switched off during normal operation.

turning Panel edit Mode off

Panel edit Mode OffPanel edit Mode On

To view general configuration information for a relational data source, 
press the  information icon at the bottom of the panel.

relational data Source Information dialog

Retrieve the latest data from 

all child data sources

Remove all records that are shown as 

“deleted” in the panel

Total number of records

 Number of inserted records

 Number of updated records

 Number of deleted records

edItIng reLAtIonAL 
dAtA SourCeS
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This dialog displays summary information for the relational data 
source and the child data sources added to it.  Use the “synchronize” 
button to retrieve the latest data for all child data sources.

For more detailed information on the contents of the child data 
sources and the grouping configuration press the “Configure” button 
at the top of the dialog.

Child data Sources

The table configuration for each of the child data sources is shown 
on the “Child Data Sources” tab.  

Relational Data Source Configuration Dialog

Each of the Relational data source’s child data sources is shown here.  

➀ ➁

➀
Use the “Save All” button to create an SQLite database containing 

the child data source tables.

➁

button Action

Add
Add a new child data source to the relational 

data source. 

Edit

Edit the selected child data source.  This button 

will present the configuration dialog for the 

selected data source.

Delete

Delete the selected child data source.  Any 

groups that reference the data source will not 

be removed, but the queries used to create 

the group may become invalid due to the data 

source being removed.

Save As
Save all of the child data sources, and their 

content, to a single SQLite database file.

Always delete unused child data sources to keep 
synchronization times to a minimum.i

groups

This dialog displays both the child data sources and the relationships 
between groups of data. 
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editing the grouping Hierarchy

Click the  icon to add a child group

Add, Edit or Delete groups from the hierarchy.  Deleting a group will also 

delete any sub-groups.

The grouping hierarchy is shown in this tab.

Groups can also be edited by double clicking the name in edit 
mode. 

editing a group

Double click

Select a group and use the “edit” button 

We'll refine the demo to prevent the display of any “ID” fields in the 
panel.  First ensure the panel is in edit mode and click the home icon,  
then double click the “categories.txt” group. 

Alter the query to (ensuring correct use of quotes):

SELECT rowid, "Category" FROM "Categories.txt"

The same principal can be applied to the “Subcategory” statement:

SELECT rowid, "Subcategory" FROM "Subcategories.txt" WHERE 
"Category ID" = {Category ID}

reFInIng tHe  deMo
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One of the most powerful features of the relational module is the 
ability to represent multiple groups of data alongside one another. A 
typical use would be a product that has multiple sets of data, such 
as price breaks, attributes, sub-components, etc.

For demonstration purposes we’ll use the demo data to create a 
list of unique manufacturers under each “subcategory”. This will be 
listed alongside products of a “subcategory”.  

Multiple groups at the same level

In this example we’ll add another group at the same level as “Products”

With any of the “Products” groups displayed, click the “Add Group” tab

MuLtIPLe grouPS
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Multiple groups at the same level (continued)

We want to display additional information from the “products.txt” file/table, 

which has already been added as a child data source.

Using the “Matching selection” option will generate a default SQL statement that 

we can subsequently modify to suit our requirements.
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Multiple groups at the same level (continued)

Modify the SQL to show a distinct (unique) list of all 
Manufacturers for the Products within each subcategory:

Give the group a new name

Both groups have the same “parent” and are shown at the same level in the 
grouping hierarchy. Switch between them by clicking on each tab.

Display both groups simultaneously by shift-clicking on each group tab

Multiple groups can be displayed at the same level in the hierarchy.

The panel now has the following 

grouping structure - the “child 

categories.txt” group has two sub-

groups.

The panel's grouping configuration is 

shown on the Relational Data Source 

Configuration dialog.
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Fields shown with red text in the panel can be 
inserted in the document but not updated.  This 
will be the case where fields have been created 
as part of the SQL query and do not come directly 
from a child data source.

!

Linked content is identified by three components; Key field content, 
field name and the data source name. In relational panels the data 
source name contains both parent and child data source components. 
Using the previous example. a typical data source name would be 
“Relational Test/products.txt”.

In some instances (such as when using the “DISTINCT” keyword as 
shown above) there’s no way to link data from a query back to the 
source data.  Links of this type can be paginated, but not updated.  
These links are shown in red when edit mode is enabled.

When adopting the child data source name  remains unchanged. 
Only the parent data source component is altered.

Relational data sources are stored in the EasyCatalog workspace 
folder.  All configuration information is stored in the “Datasource.xml” 
file. This describes the child data sources, the links between groups 
and field definitions for any fields that are created on an ad-hoc basis 
in SQL.

Child data sources are stored inside the folder structure of a relational 
data source. Within the data folder there is a “Data Sources” folder in 
which they are contained. 

We'd be happy to configure a demo of the relational module. Ideally 
we need an extract from each of the data sources involved, a brief 
description or schematic of how they relate, and an example of the 
kind of output to be produced.

Using this data we can set a demo up which we send back. There 
is no obligation by using service, as we’d be happy to show you the 
benefits of using our software. Feel free to email us at:

support@65bit.com

LInkS

AdoPtIon

StorAge

FurtHer 
ASSIStAnCe
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Menu reFerenCe

The menu structure of the relational module has been simplified from 
that of a standard EasyCatalog data panel. 

Although the behaviour of the majority of options remains the same, 
there are some notable exceptions:

Synchronize with data Source
Selecting this option synchronizes all child data sources. A report will 
be offered should an error occur or the process is cancelled.

Show/Hide Fields
Field Formatting tags
Field Specifiers
All menu options listing fields display only those that relevent to the 
data currently displayed.

new Panel
The 'New Panel' menu has additional options to allow a copy of  the 
relational panel to be created or a panel for any of the child data 
sources.

the ‘new Panel’ menu option

Create a new relational panel.  All relational panels share the 

same grouping configuration.

Create a new panel containing the data for one of the child data sources.  This 

panel will behave in the same way as a non-relational data source panel.

tHe reLAtIonAL 
PAneL Menu
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table → row options
The Row Options dialog has been modified to specify which group 
will be used to populate the row.

the row options dialog

When populating tables with relational data, 

the group that the data is from needs to be 

specified.

Insert... the table row will be inserted...

At the start of the 

group

At the beginning of the group, before any of the ‘record’ 

rows.  The row will behave like a header row for the group, 

and will be populated with data from the parent record.  In 

this example, the row will be populated with data for the 

‘Remote Controls’ record in the parent group.

Once for each 

record in the 

group

Once for each record in the group.

At the end of the 

group

At the end of the group, after the ‘record’ rows.  There row 

will be populated with data from the parent record.

This allows Product Styles to contain multiple tables, each of which 
is populated with data from different group. It also enables tables to 
be populated with data from multiple groups.
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reports

the reports Menu

Generate an HTML report showing the 

links in the current/front-most document

Generate a report showing the contents of one of the child data sources

The 'Panel' report is not currently available for Relational panels.

Adopt Fields
Field adoption will only adopt links on the active document layer 
that were created with a relational data source.  The names and 
configuration of the child data sources must be the same as those 
used to create the links. 


